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ABSTRACT: The structure and transport properties of
physisorbed and chemisorbed CO2 in model polyamine liquids
(hexamethylenediamine and diethylenetriamine) are studied via
molecular dynamics simulations. Such systems are relevant to
CO2 absorption processes where nonaqueous amines are used
as absorbents (e.g., when impregnated or grafted onto
mesoporous media or misted in the gas phase). It is shown
that accounting for the ionic speciation resulting from CO2
chemisorption enabled us to capture the qualitative changes in
extent of absorption and fluidity with time that are observed in
thermogravimetric experiments. Simulations reveal that high enough concentration of reacted CO2 leads to strong intermolecular
ionic interactions and the arrest of molecular translations. The transport properties obtained from the simulations of the ionic
speciated mixtures are also used to construct an approximate continuum-level model for the CO2 absorption process that mimics
thermogravimetric experiments.
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■ INTRODUCTION
Anthropogenic carbon dioxide production has been identified
as a cause for global climate warming. Of the total human
output of CO2 to the environment, 52% is produced from
single point sources such as power plants and factories.1 Given
the ubiquitous nature of fossil fuels and the paced development
of environmentally benign energy technologies, CO2 capture at
single point source producers is a desirable goal to smooth the
transition from a fossil fuel economy to that of cleaner and
renewable fuel sources.
Amine scrubbing, invented in the 1930s, is the leading

technology for CO2 capture.2 Current needs to remove CO2
from flue gases have motivated new developmental efforts in
the amine scrubbing process making it a well understood,
established technological platform. Unfortunately, amine
scrubbing technology has significant disadvantages including
the corrosive nature of the aqueous sorbent, the thermal and
oxidative degradation of the amine, the energy required to
regenerate it, the environmental impact of solvent loses to the
atmosphere, and the added costs to produce energy from fossil
fuels.3 Beside amine scrubbing, oxyfuel combustion and calcium
looping processes are potential alternatives for industrial
deployment.3

The typical reaction between amine groups and dry CO2
involves the formation of ammonium and carbamate ions4,5

+ ↔ ++
+

−
−2NH CO NH NH COOx x x2 1 1

where x = 1 or 2 for secondary or primary amines, respectively.
The sorbent most widely used in the amine scrubbing process

is an aqueous solution of monoethanolamine. Aqueous
solutions are used because salt formation gives rise to severe
kinetic barriers if the sorbent is the pure amine. In fact, it is
known that some carbamate/ammonium complexes are stable
at room temperature and are capable gelators of several
liquids.6,7 Several suggested approaches to circumvent these
kinetic barriers exist, including (i) the use of organic/inorganic
composite mesoporous materials8−16 and (ii) CO2 capture by a
mist of phase changing diamines.17 Both of these approaches
take advantage of the large surface area of amine per volume of
the sorbent to limit the effects of kinetic barriers upon CO2
absorption.
In organic/inorganic hybrid sorbents, thin films of amines are

physically or chemically adsorbed to a mesoporous support. In
contrast, in the amine spray tower unit operation, small
droplets of the amine are created. In both cases, efficient
exposure of the CO2 gas to the amine active component is
achieved. The rational development of these alternative
technologies requires knowledge of the transport properties
of the amine/CO2 reactive mixtures as a function of CO2
loading. Of particular interest are the diffusion coefficients of
the CO2 species and the viscosity of the reactive mixture. Also
of interest in the case of phase changing sorbents is whether a
transition from liquid to solid/gel state occurs. In this work, we
focus on the properties of the active amine component in these
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unit operations. In particular, we investigate small molecules
analogues to the polyethylenimines often used in organic/
inorganic mesoporous sorbents.
Carbon dioxide absorption onto a variety of sorbents

including ionic liquids,18−20 porous aromatic frameworks,21

zeolites,22,23 and aqueous amine solutions24,25 has previously
been investigated via computer simulations. The whole gamut
of computer simulation techniques has been applied to the
field, from ab initio investigations of the CO2/sorbent
interaction to the application of molecular dynamics (MD)
and Monte Carlo (MC) simulation methods to obtain
transport properties of the absorbed species and the
absorption/adsorption capacity of the sorbent. For conven-
ience, the sorbents mentioned above can be classified as
physical, in which the interactions between CO2 and the
sorbent material is noncovalent, that is primarily based on van
der Waals and Coulombic interactions, and chemical, in which
a chemical reaction occurs with (essentially irreversible)
covalent or ionic bond formation such as in the amine/CO2
system. Most investigations using MD and MC simulations
probe sorbents involving physical interactions with the CO2
molecule because of challenges in simulating reactive systems
with these techniques. It is possible, however, to tune the
interaction between CO2 and the sorbent to imitate the
covalent bonding found in chemical systems by using data from
ab initio calculations.23 A second approach is to use ionic
speciation,24,26 which involves enumerating the most important
molecular species in the system, including neutral molecules,
anions, cations, and zwitterions, and preparing mixtures with
discrete concentrations of a subset of the possible species to be
simulated via MC and MD. A third approach involves
parametrization of a reactive force field in which bonds
between the atoms in the simulation are formed on the fly.27

These force fields are invaluable tools in the simulation of
reactive systems, but they are also computationally expensive
and require substantial effort to parametrize. One such
parametrization of the CO2/amine reaction has been recently
used to study the structural properties of CO2/ionic liquid
mixtures containing amine groups (for 1 ns simulations);
however, the transport properties of such mixtures were not

investigated.28 We here select the ionic speciation approach
since its moderate computational demands allow simulating
long enough trajectories to obtain transport coefficients such as
diffusivities.
The general methodology of this work (Figure 1) is to apply

molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to determine physical
and transport properties of mixtures of hexamethylenediamine
(D6) or diethylenetriamine (DT) with CO2. Our preliminary
work (see Supporting Information) indicated that using a
model where CO2 is merely physisorbed in the amines fails to
capture the extent of absorption and the trend in viscosity
change that are observed experimentally. We show that
accounting for the presence of ionic species is required to
capture qualitatively the observed physical behavior of the
reactive mixture. To include these effects we investigate two
ionic speciation24,26 models, one including anion and cation
species, and a second including zwitterion species. Finally, we
demonstrate that the transport properties obtained from MD
simulations of the ionic speciated mixtures can be incorporated
into a macroscopic model and, with sensible choices for other
physical parameters, describe thermogravimetric data qualita-
tively.

■ MATERIALS, MODELS, AND METHODS
Ionic Speciation. The bulk of this investigation involves probing

the transport properties of two component mixtures of D6 or DT with
CO2. The choice of these relatively small polyamine molecules is
partially motivated by computational tractability. The rationale for
choosing DT is that it is used for the extraction of acid gas and is
representative of a class of larger polyethylenimine analogs that have
been used in organic/inorganic composite materials for carbon capture
applications.11 D6 is an industrially relevant amine whose chemical
structure provides an interesting contrast to DT since it lacks a
secondary amine. We utilize ionic speciation to account approximately
for the ionic species present in real mixtures.24,26,29 The technique
consists of building models of those ionic species most likely to be
present in real mixtures and simulating systems with variable ratios of
ionic to neutral species. Ionic speciation has been used previously to
investigate the transport properties of amine containing ionic liquids
upon absorption of CO2

26 and of aqueous solutions of N-
methyldiethanolamine and piperazine.24 In addition, a similar
technique has been used to investigate morphological and structural

Figure 1. Multiscale procedure followed by this study. Panels from left to right: Ab initio, molecular, and continuum modeling. Molecular modeling
aims to obtain transport properties at discrete concentration of ionic species with classical force fields via molecular dynamic simulations.
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properties of lithium-neutralized ionomers as a function of
neutralization level and ionic-content.30

Two representative ionic speciation models were used where only
the primary amines form ionic groups: a single ion or anion model and
a zwitterion model (cf., Figure 1). In the single ion model, each amine
molecule may contain a single ionic group, making it an ammonium or
a carbamate ion. There is a 1-to-1 ratio of anion-to-cation molecules in
the single ion model to preserve the overall charge neutrality in the
system. In the zwitterion model, all ionic molecules contain both the
anion and cation groups, making them zwitterionic species. Both
models are intended to be idealized realizations of the compositions of
real mixtures, where many different ionic species are typically
present.31 Note that in our models the secondary amine in DT is
never replaced with an ionic group, a simplification adopted to keep
the number of compositions to simulate to a manageable but
representative set, and justified by NMR data suggesting that the
primary amines in DT are the most reactive (at least in aqueous
solution).31 Table 1 summarizes the chemical composition of every
system simulated for this study.

Force Field Development. To simulate D6 and DT, we adapt the
TraPPE-EH32 amine force field developed by Wick et al.33 This force
field has also been parametrized to model CO2.

34 The TraPPE-EH
force field is designed to be transferable, utilizing the minimum
number of parameters to reproduce the equilibrium phase behavior of
the modeled molecules. Because of its parametrization against
experimental data at various temperatures, TraPPE-EH will be valid
at the experimental temperature for CO2 capture. Although the model
is straightforward to implement, its adaptation to polyfunctional
amines with nitrogen atoms separated by two carbon atoms such as
DT was challenging. In the original TraPPE-EH force field,
intramolecular nonbonded forces are calculated for united atoms,
heavy atoms (C and N), and polar hydrogen separated by four or
more bonds. Although this nonbonded exclusion rule is enough for
monofunctional amines, it is problematic for multifunctional ones in
which two nitrogen atoms are separated by three bonds as in DT. With

the original rules, the interaction between such nitrogen atoms is
excluded, leaving the charges located at the bound polar hydrogen
unprotected. This approach results in an unstable model where the
negative partial charges in the polar hydrogen attract strongly the
positive charges in the nitrogen atom resulting in atom fusion. A
similar problem was observed by the developers of TraPPE-EH when
they attempted to model glycols.35 To address this issue, we adopt the
force field’s rule originally meant for aliphatic hydrogen: the polar
hydrogen atoms only interact intramolecularly when the nitrogen
atoms they are bound to interact as well.

A torsional potential for the dihedral involving N−C−C−N atoms
was parametrized since it was not available in the original force field.
One such potential has been previously developed36 but it deviates
slightly from the one obtained here since different rules for the
exclusion of intramolecular nonbonded interactions were used. In this
work, we use ethylenediamine (EDA) as a small model from which we
can obtain the energy of the N−C−C−N torsion as a function of the
angle by means of ab initio calculations37 at the MP2/6-31G* level. A
minimum energy structure for EDA computed at a lower level of
theory was obtained from the literature38 and used as a starting point
in our computations. The relaxed potential energy surface along the
dihedral angle was obtained and compared to the one obtained with
the TraPPE-EH force field. The energy of the torsional potential thus
obtained was used to parametrize the dihedral functional form33 (see
Supporting Information).

Finally, we developed force field parameters to describe the ionic
species present in our models. The TraPPE-EH model is typically
parametrized against experimental vapor/liquid phase behavior data
but this is not available for the ionic species. Here we hence follow the
approach used by Maginn et al.26 in which the CHELPg39 method is
used to obtain the partial charges for the ionic groups. Parameters for
the nonbonded VDW interactions were obtained from the TraPPE-
EH model for neutral molecules. The charges obtained by CHELPg
were tuned to make them consistent with the TraPPE-EH approach.
This tuning included making all aliphatic, nonalpha hydrogen/carbons
neutral and making the net charge of the ammonium and carbamate
ionic groups (including the α-carbon) sum to either −1 or 1,
respectively. Finally, intramolecular angular and dihedral potentials for
ionic groups were obtained from Maginn et al.,26 while the bond
lengths were kept fixed at their equilibrium positions via the SHAKE
algorithm. The final force field parameters are listed in the Supporting
Information as a DL_POLY field file.

Molecular Dynamics Simulation Method. MD simulations
were performed with the dl_classic package.40 Initial configurations at
varying concentrations of neutral and ionic species were created by
means of a Monte Carlo routine included in the Project Aten
program.41 Most simulations in our study contained two tracer CO2
molecules that served to calculate the diffusivity of unreacted CO2 in
the system. We assume that such a small concentration of CO2 has a
negligible effect on the overall properties of the mixture. Partial
overlaps in the initial configurations were removed by running short
MD simulations (105 steps) with very small time steps (10−7 ps), force
capping, and velocity rescaling. The systems were then equilibrated in
the NPT ensemble for 2 ns, followed by 10 ns production runs. The
Nose-Hoover thermostat and barostat with 1.0 ps relaxation times
were used. Finally, NVT simulations at the equilibrium densities were
performed for at least 12 ns and up to 20 ns depending on the
particular system. A spherical cutoff of 12.0 Å was used for the
nonbonded interactions and the electrostatics were treated with the
damped, force shifted Coulomb sum42,43 method with a precision of
10−6. A time step of 2 fs was utilized and the system configuration was
written every 0.5 ps. The SHAKE algorithm with 10−8 convergence
parameter was used to keep all bond-lengths at their equilibrium
values. All simulations were performed at 1 atm.

Thermogravimetry. The objective of the thermogravimetric
experiments was to measure the CO2 absorption on films of amine
samples for comparison to a macroscopic model of the absorption
process. Specifically, we first reproduced the data previously obtained
for DT11 as validation and then generated anew a similar data set for
D6. All chemicals were purchased from Aldrich and were used as

Table 1. Molecular Compositions of Systems Investigated

molecular speciesa

speciation model % negative groups neut. + − ±

diethylenetriamine (DT)
neutral 0 250 0 0 0
zwitterion 10 225 0 0 25

20 200 0 0 50
30 175 0 0 75
40 150 0 0 100
50 125 0 0 125

single ion 10 200 25 25 0
17 163 43 43 0
33 83 83 83 0
40 50 100 100 0
50 0 125 125 0

hexamethylenediamine (D6)
neutral 0 208 0 0 0
zwitterion 10 180 0 0 20

20 160 0 0 40
30 140 0 0 60
40 120 0 0 80
50 100 0 0 100

single ion 10 160 20 20 0
20 120 40 40 0
30 80 60 60 0
40 40 80 80 0
50 0 100 100 0

aAll systems include 2 free CO2 molecules.
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received, and the experimental methodology implemented was in
accord to ref 11. Briefly, CO2 absorption measurements were
performed on a TA Instruments Q500 thermogravimetric analyzer.
Dry, pure CO2 (99.99% v/v) at 1 atm was used for absorption, while
high purity N2 was utilized as a preparation gas and for CO2
desorption. A typical experiment consisted of placing 20 μL of
amine in an aluminum sample pan. The sample was heated to 105 °C
in a stream of N2 for 2−5 min depending on the volatility of the
material. The temperature was then decreased to the absorption
temperature (typically 75 °C) at a rate of 20 °C min−1. The sample
was then exposed to CO2 for 60 min in which the weight change of the
sample was monitored. No correction due to the evaporation of the
amine during the absorption period was applied as it was assumed that
evaporation rate was negligible due to the solid film that forms upon
CO2 exposure.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The density of a representative set of pure amines was
computed by means of NPT ensemble MD simulations. Table
2 shows the density of selected amines using our adapted

TraPPE-EH compared to experimental values at T = 298.15 K.
Our simulation results agree with experimental values to within
3% in all cases indicating that our nonbonded interactions are
accurate and perform similarly to the original TraPPE-EH force
field. In the case of D6, the density was obtained from
simulations that included two tracer CO2 molecules. We have
found through simulations with DT that the results vary
insignificantly for simulations with or without a small
concentration of CO2 tracers.
Similarly, we obtained the density of DT or D6 as a function

of the amount of COO− species, temperature, and speciation
model (Figure 2). As expected, the density increases with
decreasing temperature, the effect being stronger at small
COO− concentrations. Except for the D6 single ion model, the
density increases monotonically with charged molecule
concentration. For the D6 single ion model, the density
decreases slightly when the anion concentration is increased
from 40% to 50% (mol/mol). For both DT and D6, the
zwitterion model predicts higher density than the single ion
model at high COO− concentration, possibly indicating a
tighter molecular packing of the zwitterions. Since the mass of
our system increases with increasing concentration of the
charged species, we compute the volume per amine molecule
(not including CO2, Figure 3) to check whether the changes in
density are due to the increase in mass or due to variations in
the volume of the system. For all cases except DT at 298 K, a
minimum in the molecular volume is observed. These minima
are not pronounced for the single ion model but are clearly

visible for the zwitterion data sets. At T = 348 K, a temperature
relevant to CO2 capture experiments, the volume changes little
as a function of CO2 concentration, an observation that has
implications for the macroscopic modeling of the absorption
process (described later on). We also observe that for the D6
single ion model, the molecular volume increases sharply when
the COO− concentration increases from 40% to 50% (mol/
mol), consistent with the sudden decrease in density observed
for these systems in Figure 2. This system is the only D6
sample without any neutral molecules, which leads to a

Table 2. Density of Propylamine (PA), D6, EDA, DT, and
Tetraethylenepentamine (TP) Obtained with the Adapted
TraPPE-EH Force Field Compared to Experimental Values
at T = 298 Ka

amine ρMD (g/mL) ρexp (g/mL) % diff

PA 0.708(4) 0.71244 0.5
D6 0.8608(4)b c c
EDA 0.905(3) 0.89745 1.0
DT 0.977(7) 0.95446 2.7
TP 1.02(1) 0.99846 1.3

aThe number in parentheses is the uncertainty in the last digit of the
computed density. bObtained with a system that included CO2 tracer
molecules. cSubstance is solid at T = 298 K.

Figure 2. Density of D6 (top) and DT (bottom) as a function of the
mole % of COO− species, temperature, and speciation model. The
estimated error bars (not shown) are smaller than the size of the
symbols.

Figure 3. Volume per molecule of amine of D6 (top) and DT
(bottom) as a function of the fraction of COO− species, temperature,
and speciation model.
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“glassier” relaxation of the structure (possibly hindering
equilibration, see further discussion in next paragraphs).
To understand how the molecular mobility in the amine/

CO2 mixtures varies with the concentration of charged species,
we compute the mean squared displacement (MSD) of the
various molecular species in the simulation. Our primary
objective is to get a sense of how the diffusion coefficient of
CO2 is affected by its concentration in the mixtures. In what
follows, when we refer to physical “cross-links” we mean the
localization in space of intermolecular ionic groups that interact
strongly because of their electrostatic partial charges.
There are two CO2 entities in the simulated mixture: (1)

unreacted (physisorbed) CO2 and (2) reacted (chemisorbed)
CO2 in an anionic form. We expect the diffusion of reacted
CO2 to be slower since it is bound to a larger, slower, and
strongly interacting amine molecule. To confirm this
hypothesis, we compute the MSD of free and bound CO2 in
the DT system at T = 348 K as a function of COO−

concentration (Figure 4). The slope of the upper dotted line

in Figure 4 represents a linear relationship between MSD and
time; it is plotted as a guide to detect when a simulated MSD
curve has a comparable slope and hence has reached a diffusive
regime. Error bars for the MSD curves (not shown for clarity)
were obtained by the standard block-averaging method and
used in the computation of the diffusion coefficients from the
MSD curves (see Figure 5); note that these error values neglect
the possible contributions from incomplete structural relaxa-
tion. The MSD of the reacted species is lower by at least 1
order of magnitude than that of the unreacted CO2, a disparity
that grows with increasing concentration of the charged groups.
For the unreacted CO2, the MSD reaches the linear regime
allowing us to compute the diffusion coefficients. However, in
most cases and especially at high ionic concentrations, the
simulations were not long enough to sample diffusive behavior
of the chemisorbed CO2. For this reason, only diffusion
coefficients of unreacted (tracer) CO2 will be reported. The
existence of two disparate time scales in the dynamic regimes
for reacted and unreacted CO2 molecules has implications for
the macroscopic model we develop at the end of this section.
The diffusion coefficient of the free CO2 species was

calculated as a function of CO2 concentration and temperature
for DT (Figure 5a) and D6 (Figure 5b). The lines shown in
Figures 5a and 5b represent a nonlinear fit of the data to an
exponential function of the form

= +− −
D D DeCO

P
0

[COO ]/C
min2 (1)

where D0, C, and Dmin are fitting parameters. The diffusion
coefficient increases by at least 1 order of magnitude when
increasing the temperature by 70 K. The diffusion coefficient
also decreases as the amount of absorbed CO2 increases,
consistent with indirect experimental observations (see
thermogravimetric data below). The data in Figure 5 and the
correlations derived from them are the main result from the
MD simulations. These correlations are incorporated into a
macroscopic model to predict the absorption isotherms
obtained from gravimetric experiments. Figure 5c shows a
direct comparison between diffusion measurements of the
zwitterion and single ion models. No significant differences
exist between the two cases considered.
To illustrate the mobility trends for the reacted CO2

molecules, we plot the MSD of the reacted carbon atoms as
a function of temperature, reacted CO2 concentration, and
speciation model (Figure 6). As in Figure 4, the dotted blue
line represents a linear relationship between MSD and time.
The trends are the same as for free CO2 tracer molecules. As
the temperature decreases and the concentration of reacted
CO2 increases, the MSD of the carbamate functional group
decreases as well. Note that only for the smallest concentrations
of carbamate groups the MSD approaches the diffusive regime
(parallel to dotted blue line), precluding us from developing
correlations between the diffusion coefficient of the reacted
species and its concentration. These observations give credence
to our simplification that, relative to physisorbed CO2 and to a
first approximation, the diffusivity of reacted CO2 may be
neglected in the reaction-diffusion model described later.
An observation from thermogravimetric absorption experi-

ments is that, after exposure to CO2, the amine temporarily
becomes highly viscous. In cases with long CO2 absorption
times, a solid-like layer forms at the amine-droplet/CO2
interphase. We show that our simulated model exhibits the
same behavior by monitoring the pressure autocorrelation
function (PACF). The integral of the PACF can be related to

Figure 4. Mean squared displacement (MSD) of free and bound CO2
for three zwitterion concentrations with DT. The short-dotted line
atop represents a linear relationship between MSD and time.

Figure 5. Diffusion coefficients obtained from the zwitterion model for
(a) D6 and (b) DT as a function of concentration of the zwitterions
for temperature equal to 298 (squares), 348 (circles), and 368 K
(triangles). (c) A comparison of the zwitterion (circles) and single ion
(triangles) models for D6 at T = 348 K. The lines represent nonlinear
fits to the exponential relationship eq 1.
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the viscosity of a fluid via a Green−Kubo relationship.47 Given
the experimental observations, we expect that with increasing
concentrations of ionic species, the integral of the PACF should
exhibit a corresponding increase. This is exactly what we
observe in Figure 7, where the integral of the PACF is plotted

as a function of time and COO− concentration. Note that since
at higher concentrations of ionic species the integral of the
autocorrelation function does not fully converge, we do not
report single values for the viscosity of the simulated systems.
The dashed blue lines in Figure 7 represent experimental values
for the viscosity of the pure amines (see the figure caption). For
D6 (top), the integral of the PACF for the single ion model
(left) increases gradually with increasing ionic concentration.
The total increase in the scale shown is of at least 2 orders of

magnitude, a significant increase in mixture viscosity. The
zwitterion model (right) exhibits a similar trend except that the
increase in viscosity is abrupt, with only 10% of the ionic
species resulting in 2 orders of magnitude increase in the
system viscosity. This may be due to the bifunctional nature of
the zwitterionic species and the increased likelihood of creating
bridges between ionic centers in the mixture (some examples of
such bridges will be shown later). For DT, both zwitterion and
single ion models predict smooth increases in viscosity with
increasing COO− concentration. A possible explanation for this
prediction is the tendency of the anions in this molecule to
interact intramolecularly with the secondary amine, reducing
the ability of the molecule to act as a bridge between ionic
centers. The effect of temperature on viscosity was of secondary
importance compared to that of ionic concentration and
although the viscosity decreases with increasing temperature, it
is difficult to differentiate statistically between the 348 and 368
K cases.
Our MSD and PACF data corroborate experimental

observations of slowed dynamics upon CO2 absorption. We
now use the simulation results to provide insight into
structure−property relationships by looking at selected radial
distribution functions (RDFs) and simulation snapshots. Our
hypothesis is that, upon CO2 chemisorption, anion and cation
formation leads to segregated ionic complexes that act like
temporary cross-linkers within the system. The RDF data
provides some evidence for this hypothesis.
The RDF allows us to gauge how close, on average, different

type of atoms in the reactive CO2/amine mixture are located
relative to each other. Our principal interest is the distance
between the carbon dioxide oxygen atoms and the amine
hydrogens. As described before, there are two types of carbon
dioxide groups in the system, free and bound ones. Figure 8
shows representative partial RDFs between amine hydrogen
atoms and carbon dioxide oxygen at 348 K and 40% COO−

concentration. Partial RDFs at different ionic concentrations
exhibit nearly identical trends to those shown in Figure 8. All
types of amine hydrogens in the simulation exhibit coordina-
tion with the anionic groups. Of these, the coordination
between reacted CO2 groups and amine groups (as measured
by the area under the corresponding RDF first peak) increases
in the order: primary < secondary < ammonium (amine). The
coordination between anionic and cationic groups is very
strong providing evidence to our conjecture that these ionic
centers act as physical cross-links in the reactive mixtures.
There is no similar coordination between neutral CO2 and the
amine groups, possibly because free CO2 is hindered from
approaching the cations by the stronger coordination between
anionic CO2 and amine groups. This may explain why we
observe faster diffusivity for nonreacted CO2 molecules than for
the reacted ones (see Figure 4).
In addition to the RDFs, we have performed a limited

hydrogen bond analysis for the various interactions in the
system to quantify the percentage of possible hydrogen bonds
formed and their lifetime. To this end, we follow the approach
in Maginn et al.29 for hydrogen bond identification. For an
interaction to count as a hydrogen bond, two criteria must be
met: First, the distance between donor (ammonium nitrogen)
and acceptor (carbamate oxygen) must be less than 3.3 Å;
second, the angle between donor, hydrogen, and acceptor must
be greater than 145°. We focus on the carbamate/ammonium
interaction since it is the most common one observed
according to the RDFs. For the zwitterion D6 model at 348

Figure 6. Mean squared displacement (MSD) as a function of
simulation time for DT at 348 K (left), and 368 K (right) for the
zwitterion model (top) and the single ion model (bottom). The
concentration of the ionic species is shown in the legend. The straight
dotted blue line represents a linear relationship between MSD and
time, indicative of the diffusive regime.

Figure 7. Integral of the PACF as a function of simulation time for the
single ion (left) and zwitterion (right) models. For D6 (top) the
concentration of ionic species are 0% (black), 10% (red), 20% (green),
30% (magenta), 40% (blue), and 50% (orange). For DT (bottom), the
concentration of ionic species are 0% (black), 10% (red), 17% (green),
33% (magenta), 40% (blue), and 50% (orange). The blue short-
dashed lines represent experimental viscosities at 298 and 353 K for
DT and D6, respectively.
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K, an average of 2.2 hydrogen bonds per zwitterion are counted
suggesting that some ammonium ions interact with more than
two carbamate groups. We also observe an average distance
between an ammonium hydrogen and a carbamate oxygen of
1.6 Å, in excellent agreement with the location of the first peak
in the RDFs. Furthermore, the average lifetime of these
hydrogen bond interactions were calculated to be at least 8.5 ps.
For comparison, the average lifetime of hydrogen bonds in
water is on the order of 0.25 ps.48 The long average lifetimes of
hydrogen bond interactions between ammonium and carba-

mate may explain the observed increase in viscosity and
reduction in diffusivity as the amount of ionic groups in the
reactive mixture increased.
To complement the information in the partial RDF plots, we

provide select snapshots of our simulated systems to illustrate
the cross-linking between ionic groups in Figure 9. The green
“bonds” represent hydrogen bonding interactions between
ammonium and carbamate groups; they have a maximum
distance of 1.7 Å. The most interesting observations occur at
the lowest concentration of ionic species (10%, top row). For

Figure 8. Partial radial distribution functions between amine and CO2 groups at T = 348 K and ionic concentration of 40% as a function of amine,
speciation model, and CO2 species. The blue dotted line is to guide the eye and has a value of g(r) = 1.

Figure 9. Snapshots of simulations for 10% (top) and 40% (bottom) COO¯ concentration. From left to right: D6 single ion, D6 zwitterion, DT
single ion, and DT zwitterion models. Blue represents nonionic parts of the molecule, red anionic, and yellow cationic. Green represents hydrogen
bond interactions. Only charged molecules are shown and all side atoms are hidden for clarity.
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the D6 system, we observe two morphologies depending on the
speciation model. In the case of the single ion model, we
observe reverse-micelle-like aggregates with ionic cores and
protruding alkane tails. The range of molecules in each
aggregate is from 2 to about 10 for this snapshot. For the
D6-zwitterion model, we observe extended alkanes bridging
ionic interaction sites. These bridges result in a single aggregate
percolating the entire simulation box, which may explain the
abrupt increase in viscosity for this system observed in Figure 7.
The zwitterion-D6 system is the only one that exhibits a
percolated network at such low concentrations of ionic species.
For the DT single ion model, we observe a similar morphology
to that of the D6 single ion model. However, for the DT
zwitterion, we do not see the same percolation observed for the
D6 case. We observe instead several small ionic cluster and
even some self-interacting zwitterionic molecules. Increasing
the concentration of ions in the system quickly increases the
amount of “cross-linking” points as exhibited for all systems
simulated at 40% COO¯. Under these conditions, the systems
would have all become “gels”.
The diffusion data obtained from MD simulations can be

applied to macroscopic, continuum modeling by means of
partial differential transport equations. We use such an
approach to obtain data that can be qualitatively compared to
thermogravimetric measurements on DT and D6. The typical
thermogravimetric data set is shown in Figure 10 for both DT

and D6 at T = 348 K. The most important feature observed in
this type of experiment is the appearance of two absorption rate
regimes. When the amine is first exposed to CO2, the sample
weight increases rapidly indicating fast uptake of CO2. Within a
couple of minutes, the absorption rate decreases and a slow
absorption regime ensues. In the case of D6, the slow
absorption regime is essentially a plateau. A possible
explanation for these observations is that the amine is reaching
its saturation concentration of CO2. This, however, is unlikely
since the amount of CO2 absorbed is much lower than that
expected by the amount of amine groups available in the
sample. An alternative explanation, and the one we favor, is that
the initial absorption process slows the molecular transport of
the surface layer of the amine, stalling further CO2 absorption.
This explanation is consistent with our MD results in that we
observe a substantial decrease in the diffusion coefficient of
CO2 with increasing amount of chemisorbed CO2 in the
simulation.
We now proceed to describe the macroscopic model

employed. Although the actual experimental system is

inhomogeneous and entails a nonequilibrium process, we can
use our MD results by assuming local equilibrium, that is, that
simulations probed a nanodomain of a given chemical
composition (and set physical properties). Accordingly, we
make the diffusion coefficient of unreacted CO2 to depend on
the local chemical composition (chemisorbed CO2) as obtained
by MD simulation eq 1, hence allowing it to change in space
and time. Given our MD results, we assume that the diffusion
of reacted (chemisorbed) CO2 molecules is very small
compared to that of unreacted (physisorbed) CO2 and that
convection terms may be neglected. We also assume that
diffusion occurs in a single dimension through the amine film
(slab geometry) and that the thickness of the film is l = 1 mm.
At the conditions of the absorption experiment, we assume that
the reaction is irreversible and that, at the beginning of the
absorption process, the process is reaction limited. As
production of carbamate and ammonium ions increases with
absorption time, the diffusion coefficient of unreacted CO2
decreases, making the reaction diffusion limited. A simplified
model of a thermogravimetric experiment is then described by
the following equations:

τ ζ ζ
∂Θ
∂

= ∂
∂

Θ
∂Θ
∂

− Θ Θ−
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟D( ) DmC C

A C A
(2)

τ
∂Θ
∂

= Θ Θ− DmC C A (3)

τ
∂Θ
∂

= Θ Θ+ DmC C A (4)

τ
∂Θ
∂

= − Θ ΘDmA
C C A (5)

Where the concentration for the neutral (ΘA) and the ionic
species (Θ+ and Θ− for cationic and anionic concentrations,
respectively) have been scaled by the initial amine concen-
tration ([A]0), the concentration for free CO2 (ΘC) is scaled by
the free CO2 concentration at the gas/liquid interface
([CO2]0), the nondimensional time is defined as τ = tD0/l

2,
and the nondimensional length (ζ) has been scaled by the
thickness of the film. Two dimensionless Damköhler-like
parameters are defined as DmA = kf[A]0l

2/D0 and DmC =
kf[CO2]0l

2/D0. Here kf represents the rate of the forward
reaction, D0 is defined as in eq 1, and D(Θ−) is the
concentration dependent diffusion defined in eq 1. Initial and
boundary conditions for this system of equations are

τΘ = Θ = Θ = =+ − 0 @ 0C

τΘ = =1 @ 0A

ζ
ζ

∂Θ
∂

= =0 @ 0C

ζΘ = =1 @ 1C

In addition, no-flux boundary conditions for the neutral
amine and ionic species are enacted at the boundaries of the
liquid film. The model thus described contains two parameters
that we treat as adjustable: DmA and [CO2]0. The reason for
this is that experimental data is scarce for the rate of reaction
between CO2 and pure amines (nonaqueous systems) and the
interfacial solubility of CO2 in the amine is unknown. Note that
we assume that the free CO2 solubility is independent of the

Figure 10. Absorption of CO2 measured by TGA experiments (black
squares) and predicted by our model (red lines) at T = 348 K.
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composition of the liquid, a likely oversimplification. This
system of equations was solved using the finite element solver
FiPy.49

Figure 10 shows the amount of absorbed CO2 predicted by
our model compared to experimental TGA data for D6 and DT
using values obtained from the zwitterion model. The red lines
were obtained by manually adjusting DmA and [CO2]0 until a
good fit was obtained. The two adjustable parameters provide
latitude in getting the model to agree with experimental results.
For instance, the curves in Figure 10 correspond to values of
[CO2]0 of 3 and 0.25 M and of DmA of 0.6 and 2 for DT and
D6, respectively. (These values of [CO2]0 are of the same order
of magnitude as the maximal concentration of chemisorbed
CO2 in the amines). Using the fitting parameter values yields a
kf in the order 1 M−1 min−1, which is consistent with a fast
reaction, although (as expected) it is significantly slower than
the rates of reactions reported in aqueous solution.4 The
continuum model shows that the fast uptake and subsequent
plateauing of the absorption curve observed in the experiments
is consistent with an abrupt reduction of CO2 diffusivity with
concentration of chemisorbed CO2 as given by the simulations.
This does not show a unique cause-and-effect, but it provides a
plausible microscopic mechanism for the macroscopic behavior.
On the other hand, our model cannot replicate some
characteristics of the absorption curves. First, the final slope
of the absorption curve for D6 is noticeably different from that
of the experimental system and could not be much improved by
varying the adjustable parameters. Second, the transition from a
fast absorption rate to a slower one is more abrupt in the
experimental system for both DT and D6. In both cases, our
model exhibits a more gradual change in the absorption rate.
Given the major simplifications of our model, like the simplified
speciation models adopted, these inconsistencies are not
surprising and reveal some of the limitations of our approach.
It could also be that in reality the concentration of ionic species
is not as important as the instant in which a percolating
network between the molecules is formed. More generally, a
more abrupt dependence of the diffusion coefficient on the
concentration of ionic species appears to be necessary to more
closely capture the experimental trends (i.e., the exponential
decay of the diffusion coefficient in eq 1 may not be suitable to
quantitatively extrapolate the diffusivity at higher ionic
concentrations, particularly in the case of D6). Indeed,
compared to experimental absorption curves the MD
simulation would seem to overpredict the values of D(Θ−) at
high anion concentrations. A summary of the parameters used
for the model and a basic analysis of the sensitivity of the model
to variations in such parameters is available in the Supporting
Information.
Despite its limitations, the continuum model can be used to

provide semiquantitative guidelines for the design of CO2
absorption systems using pure polyamines likes those used in
this work. Given the sharp drop in CO2 diffusivity as the
concentration of reacted CO2 increases, only a thin layer of
amine is really active (used) for a fixed contact time. For
instance, for a 17 min contact time with DT, our model (Figure
10) predicts that a 1 mm-thick film will absorb ∼6 mmol of
CO2 per gram of amine (absorption efficiency of 41%), while a
1 μm-thick film will achieve 13 mmol/g (absorption efficiency
of 89%). Clearly, experimental platforms that can form very
thin amine layers spread out over high-surface area supports
(like mesoporous silica) via impregnation13 or by covalent
grafting50 will be highly advantageous.

Concluding Remarks. Molecular dynamics simulations of
mixtures of CO2 with D6 or DT have been performed using an
ionic speciation model. The diffusion coefficient, viscosity, and
structural properties of the mixtures were measured as a
function of temperature and composition. The diffusion
coefficients obtained from MD simulations were fitted to an
exponential decay form to parametrize the dependence of the
diffusion coefficient of free CO2 with the concentration of
reacted CO2. This parametrization allows the construction of a
model absorption experiment analogous to TGA experimental
measurements. The model thus built has good order of
magnitude agreement with experimental results, showing an
initial rapid uptake of CO2 followed by a slow plateauing.
The results from MD simulations are consistent with

qualitative experimental observations that the viscosity of the
amine/CO2 mixtures increases with CO2 exposure time.
Furthermore, the simulated models reveal that the ionic groups
present in the system segregate and interact strongly. In
particular, ammonium and carbamate ions form strong bonds
that may lead to cross-linking points along the mixture. At high
enough reacted CO2 concentration, the system forms a
percolated network of neutral chains united by ionic cores
(which would manifest macroscopically by the gelling of the
sample, as observed experimentally).
This work can be seen as a first step toward the multiscale

modeling of CO2 absorption in water-free polyamines that are
either supported in organic/inorganic composite mesoporous
materials or sprayed into a fine mist. Future work should be
devoted to collect further experimental data to validate and
calibrate such models, for example, to characterize the ionic
species formed in the samples and the viscosity changes upon
CO2 chemisorption. Regarding the molecular modeling, the use
of reactive force fields27 should be considered to potentially
capture the kinetics of ionic speciation and gelation, allowing
for multicomponent mixtures of ionic species to develop. The
effect of humidity in the CO2 stream would also be important
to model as the presence of water in the amine is expected to
alter the way CO2 becomes chemisorbed. Given the observed
coupling between absorbent gelling behavior and low CO2
diffusivity, molecular simulations can explore alternative
polyamines that may form less viscous networks and hence
allow faster absorption kinetics. Simulations of the amine-gas
interface should also be conducted to elucidate the properties
of the interfacial CO2 absorbed layer, information that will be
important to refine the relevant boundary condition used in the
continuum model. Work along some of these lines is currently
under way.
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